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ABSTRACT

Introduction Female sex workers (FSWs) are a known high-risk group that are at increased risk of HIV transmission due to exposure to multiple sexual partners and inability to negotiate safe sex attributed to challenging economic circumstances. Previous systematic reviews have examined the effectiveness of HIV interventions prioritising FSWs and have shown that targeted interventions improve access to HIV prevention and treatment services. Interventions that increase FSWs’ uptake of services are well documented; however, evidence on specific interventions aimed at improving FSWs’ continuity in HIV care along the treatment cascade is lacking. This systematic review aims to document the performance of community-based interventions along the HIV treatment cascade.

Methods and analysis We will use a sensitive search strategy for electronic bibliographic databases, bibliographies of included articles and grey literature sources. In addition, the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS and the WHO websites, peer-reviewed conference papers and grey literature sources will be searched for additional reports of sex work programmes. We will include randomised controlled trials, cross-sectional surveys and cohort interventions where community-based HIV services were provided to FSWs and measure the performance of the HIV intervention on one or more cascade stages. We will conduct a systematic review of studies published from 2004 to present within the sub-Saharan Africa region. We will report quantitative study outcomes of HIV testing and diagnosis, linkage to care, initiation on antiretroviral therapy and viral suppression. We will analyse the data using the random-effects meta-analysis method, and funnel plots will be used to assess the publication bias.

Ethics and dissemination This systematic review will not require ethical approval; we will publish data from manuscripts. The results of this study will be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals and conference presentations.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42020157623.

INTRODUCTION

Female sex workers (FSWs) are extremely affected with HIV compared with the general population. As a result, there is substantial interest in FSWs in the context of HIV due to their severe vulnerability and high susceptibility to acquiring HIV—known to be 21 times higher than other women of reproductive age. Furthermore, FSWs have a higher likelihood of transmitting HIV to their sexual partners due to having regular unsafe sex with multiple sexual partners attributed to their inability to negotiate safe sex with sexual partners, high prevalence of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and susceptibility to sexual violence. In addition, punitive environments such as violence, criminalisation, stigma and discrimination, and social and legal obstacles have been shown to limit access to services for HIV prevention, care and treatment for FSWs.
Due to their susceptibility to HIV infection, various prevention efforts are focused on FSWs. Targeted interventions such as community-based HIV responses have been encouraged as models of care for FSWs. In 2018, the WHO developed a decision framework on differentiated antiretroviral therapy (ART) services, which encompasses HIV community responses for high-risk groups inclusive of FSWs. The framework provides guidance on implementation approaches that address the inequities in access by increasing acceptability, quality and coverage of health services by FSWs.

Previous systematic reviews have assessed HIV behavioural interventions and sexual and reproductive health services for FSWs. Furthermore, other systematic reviews have assessed HIV prevalence and FSWs’ HIV care cascade, access to HIV testing services, and HIV and treatment experiences. A systematic review that assessed ART uptake, attrition, adherence and outcomes among FSWs living with HIV suggested that there is a concerning lack of published data for treatment response for FSWs. Nonetheless, the review data showed that FSWs can achieve the same treatment response and successful continuum of care compared with women in the general population. Another systematic review that examined HIV care experiences and determinants along the HIV treatment cascade among FSWs living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) showed that although ART has expanded, FSWs in SSA have suboptimal HIV care and treatment engagement outcomes. Other systematic reviews focused on HIV diagnosis and examined determinants of HIV counselling access and uptake among FSWs. These previous studies did not systematically assess specific interventions that impact FSWs’ continuum of care outcomes, but rather presented collective factors that affect treatment outcomes across the cascade. Thus, they failed to identify and evaluate the uniqueness of specific interventions that may affect FSWs’ continuation in HIV care such as community-based interventions.

Community-based HIV interventions for FSWs were assessed in two previous studies. The first one examined the effectiveness, challenges and considerations for implementation and scale-up among FSWs, whereas the second one reviewed community empowerment interventions for HIV prevention among FSWs. According to the two studies, community-based empowerment approaches to addressing HIV among FSWs lead to reduction in HIV and STI transmission, increased access to condoms and result in general improvements in HIV outcomes. However, none of these studies systematically presented measurable outcomes attributed to FSWs’ targeted community-based HIV interventions along the HIV treatment cascade.

The proposed systematic review will therefore aim to provide evidence on the effectiveness of community-based interventions that provided HIV services to FSWs at community level by documenting an increase or decrease in access to HIV services along the treatment cascade. We will describe the proportions of those who tested for HIV, got diagnosed and linked to care, were on ART and achieved viral suppression.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Objectives**

The specific objective of this systematic review is to summarise data on the performance of prevention, care and treatment outcomes across the HIV treatment cascade attributed to targeted community-based interventions for FSWs in SSA.

**Criteria for considering studies for review**

We will include randomised controlled trials, cross-sectional surveys and cohort interventions. We will also review unpublished quantitative data from reports and policy documents. Those that are published in English language will be included for review.

**Study participants**

The study participants are FSWs regardless of age. Studies reporting on community-based HIV services provided for FSWs in addition to other groups will also be included as long as data are disaggregated and reported by sex work status.

**Time and place**

This review will focus on studies conducted and published from 2004 to present within the SSA region. This will provide sufficient data to help understand challenges within the catchment area subscribed by Uganda, as well as the time span within which ART has been scaled up through widespread roll-out of comprehensive HIV programmes in SSA.

**Intervention**

This review will target community-based interventions that provided targeted HIV services to FSWs. Targeted HIV services provided to FSWs in a clinic or drop-in centre setting in hotspot are also regarded as community-based interventions.

**Outcomes**

Studies to be included must have measured and reported the performance of the community-based HIV intervention of focus after it was implemented and must have reported on one or more treatment cascade stages. In this review, the cascade stages include HIV testing, HIV diagnosis, linkage to care, on ART and viral suppression. Specifically, the information will be synthesised and will single out measurement of outcomes as follows:

- HIV testing: Reported increase in the number of FSWs who accessed HIV testing in a community-based HIV testing programme.
- HIV diagnosis: The proportion of FSWs diagnosed with HIV among those tested.
- Linked to care: The proportion of participants who got diagnosed versus the proportion of those who...
were linked to HIV care, defined as the completion of a first medical clinic visit after HIV diagnosis.

- On ART: The proportion of participants who are taking ART, among those who tested HIV-positive.
- Viral suppression: The proportion of participants living with diagnosed HIV who have attained viral suppression.

**Definition of FSWs’ community-based service delivery**

For the purpose of this systematic review, the terms ‘community-based service delivery’ and ‘community-based HIV interventions’ will be used interchangeably. In this review, these terms simply mean HIV interventions or services that are provided to FSWs outside of the formal public or private health facilities with the aim of improving health outcomes. The community-based services to consider will have been implemented in various ways such as (1) those that provided supportive services to clinic-based care in the community setting such as linking the clients to the health system for HIV care, (2) routine outreach services, (3) targeted FSW clinics based in hotspots and (4) community services that were implemented on their own (stand-alone) without a link to the formal public or private health facilities.

**Definition of FSW**

In this review, the definition of an FSW is a woman who self-identified as a sex worker, engaged in transactional sex or exchanged sex for other gifts and commodities in the last 1 year.

**Exclusion criteria**

We will exclude qualitative studies, reviews, case studies, ecological studies, editorials and commentaries. Studies that did not measure or report the effect of community-based HIV interventions on any of the cascade stage will also be excluded. We will exclude general discussion papers on community interventions and cascade stages that do not present data on impacts. Studies without a clear methodology on how community-based interventions were implemented and those not published in English will also be excluded.

**Search strategy**

We will use a sensitive search strategy for electronic bibliographic databases, bibliographies of included articles and grey literature sources. We will develop a comprehensive set of search terms subjectively and iteratively, checking MEDLINE (PubMed) to identify controlled vocabulary of Medical Subject headings (MeSH) terms related to our topic, and will also identify keywords based on our knowledge of the field. MEDLINE search terms will be adapted for other electronic databases to conform to their search functions. We will search the following electronic databases:

- MEDLINE (PubMed).
- CINAHL (EBSCO Host). Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature
- Science Citation Index Expanded and Social Sciences Citation Index, both from Web of Science.
- Scopus (Elsevier).
- Cochrane Library, including the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials.

We will search the following websites: the Ministry of Health websites for countries with high population-level HIV prevalence, the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and WHO websites for additional reports of sex work programmes. We will also search for recent conference proceedings from the following conferences: International Conference on HIV/AIDS, International AIDS Society and International Conference on AIDS and STIs in Africa.

In addition to the electronic search, we will search the grey literature to identify any relevant unpublished reports. We will check the reference lists of potentially relevant articles for additional citations and will use the ‘related citations’ search key in PubMed to identify similar papers. The potential search terms will include HIV infections or HIV, treatment cascade or HIV continuum of care, community health services or community delivery services, sex workers or FSWs, and Africa South of the Sahara or sub-Saharan Africa. A detailed description of the extraction form is provided as online supplemental file 1. Search results will be managed using specialised bibliographic software (EndNote). We will prepare a detailed ‘search diary’ with details of the databases searched, keywords used and number of search results.

**Data extraction, management and selection of eligible studies**

The initial screening of titles and abstracts will be undertaken against inclusion and exclusion criteria by two reviewers (LA, OA). All retrieved full-text studies will be assessed for relevance by the two reviewers independently (LA, OA), before they are included for the actual systematic review. Any disagreements will be resolved by mutual consensus or consultation with a third reviewer (PN or CS). Data will be extracted systematically using a standardised tool that will be developed based on the format in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions. The developed tool will be piloted by two reviewers (LA, OA) independently on a random sample of five articles, and discrepancies in extracted data will be resolved by consensus and the tool revised accordingly.

In the event that data on key variables are missing, or we require any other clarification about the study, we will contact the study authors to furnish us with the required information. A description of missing data for each study will be documented and possible implications of missing data discussed.

**Categorising studies**

During the data extraction, studies will be categorised by the type of community-based intervention and outcome. If the data on categorisation are not found in the studies, the authors of such articles will be contacted for further information. For studies that evaluated 'integrated
community-based’ interventions with no disaggregated data per intervention, the data will be extracted in that format and the results presented as they are, if they had reported on outcomes of one of the cascade stages.

**Data analysis**

The data will be analysed using random-effects meta-analysis where applicable. First, we will synthesise the main characteristics of included studies and use summary statistics to describe study characteristics such as mean (SD), median and frequencies. For each step of the cascade together with the extracted community HIV service delivery interventions, we will calculate proportions with exact binomial 95% CIs and present these in forest plots.

We will calculate the homogeneity of the results by means of the $\chi^2$ test and use the $I^2$ to describe the percentage variation across included studies. We do not anticipate more variation than would be expected because the participants (FSWs), the intervention (community-based service delivery interventions) and outcomes (performance on cascade stages) are all expected to be interlinked. However, due to variations in the study design and methodology, we expect some level of between-study heterogeneity, and the focus of the subsequent analysis will therefore be on the identification and exploration of sources of heterogeneity. We will explore substantial heterogeneity ($I^2>50\%$) by subgroup analysis. All analyses will be done in R V.3.6.1 (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

In this proposed review, we expect to get adequate data to perform a meta-analysis because of anticipated homogeneity in relation to participants, interventions and outcome measures. However, if we find that the identified studies are not homogeneous enough in terms of methodology and outcome measures, meta-analyses of the data will not be performed.

**Risk of bias in included studies**

We will assess risk of bias both at study and at outcome level for the included non-randomised studies of interventions using the risk of bias in non randomised studies of interventions-ROBINS-I risk of bias tool. Risk of bias of randomised studies will be assessed using the Cochrane ‘risk of bias’ tool; risk of bias of cross-sectional and cohort studies will be assessed and rated for quality using the adapted Newcastle Ottawa Scale. Publication bias will be assessed by visually inspecting funnel plot asymmetry and by including study size in the logistic model. The quality assessment will be cross-checked, and any disagreement will be resolved by consensus within the review team.

The strength of the body of evidence will be assessed using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach. The GRADE certainty of evidence categorised as high, moderate, low and very low will be determined based on an assessment of evidence for risk of bias, publication bias and indirectness.

**Patient and public involvement**

There were no patients and public involvement in the design of this protocol; however, the results from the systematic review will be disseminated to FSW organisations that we are already working with for other study-related objectives. Furthermore, the results will be disseminated through conference presentations to the Ministry of Health Key Population Technical Working Group, which will in turn release the findings to additional FSW organisations and other stakeholders.

**Ethics and dissemination**

This systematic review will not require ethical approval; we will publish data from manuscripts. The results of this study will be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals and conference presentations, seminars and symposia.

**DISCUSSION**

Targeted interventions focused on FSWs’ specific challenges related to access to and retention in HIV care are required. Understanding which particular interventions optimally affect access to care, as well as retention in care among FSWs living with HIV across the HIV treatment cascade, is important as programmes strive to improve the treatment outcomes. However, studies have mainly focused on combined effects of interventions on access to and continuity in HIV care, without distinguishing those that optimise continued engagement in care by FSWs.

As a result, the benefits of determining where specific interventions may be more effective along the care cascade are lost. This also undermines the opportunity to increase allocative efficiency for interventions.

In this review, we will be able to examine the extent to which FSWs’ targeted community-based interventions are contributing to FSWs’ access to HIV testing and care, retention in care and achievement of viral suppression. Owing to the strong emphasis on scale-up of community responses with the greatest impact, the results from this review will provide insight on the organisation of data collection systems used in community HIV interventions, how measurements have been carried out and the challenges that still need to be addressed.

Furthermore, the evidence for the effectiveness of community-based interventions that will be provided by this systematic review will contribute to the call by UNAIDS and other multilateral partners to all HIV response stakeholders, to refine methodologies to rigorously assess and determine which approaches work better and to create impact to allocate resources efficiently. The evidence gathered from this review will be key to guide and inform policy as well as support programming of community-based HIV interventions that optimally improve FSWs’ access to and continuity in HIV care for improved HIV outcomes. This systematic review will, for the first time, provide measurable evidence on how different community-based service delivery interventions...
directly affect specific stages within the continuum of care for FSWs.
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